Assignment 5

Due on 2020-04-01, 23:59 IST.

Unit 7 - Week 5: Mahesh Elkunchwar

Course outline

1. The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
   As per our records you have not submitted the assignment.

   1) Identify the tone of drama Mahesh Elkunchwar experimented with.
      - Absurd drama
      - Epic drama
      - Social drama
      - No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - Absurd drama

   2) Which of the following resonates with Gitaro?
      - She uses the imagery of man-eating and terremites
      - She does clearly work
      - She decides the element of the three men
      - She raises her voice against a homocentric society
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - She uses the imagery of man-eating and terremites

   3) The Old Stone Mansion was inspired by a western play. Identify the dramatist who wrote the western play.
      - Howard Pinter
      - Samuel Beckett
      - Arnost Lustig
      - Eugene Ionesco
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - Eugene Ionesco

   4) Gitaro is envisaged by the multiple roles that she played.
      - Yes
      - No
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - Yes

   5) Which of the following serves as a muse for Gitaro?
      - The outside world
      - Gitaro
      - Parody
      - His immediate past
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - His immediate past

   6) What does the jewellery in The Old Stone Mansion stand for?
      - Power
      - Character
      - Money
      - Reputation
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - Reputation

   7) What is the role of Chitra in the Rodeo about?
      - Protagonist
      - The main system
      - Main, Force
      - Unconventional intruder
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - Unconventional intruder

   8) Who is the correspondence between, Desire in the Rodeo and Gitaro?
      - They have economically rich women who help the poor
      - They have women who function as a source of mystically
      - They have men who clearly themselves as homosexuals
      - They have men as well as women who share and strict gender roles
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - They have men who clearly themselves as homosexuals

   9) Desire in the Rodeo depicts the self as a site for a drama between __________ and __________
      - The universalized society, the transgressive nature of creativity
      - The oppressive crises of society, the transgressive nature of creativity
      - The oppressive crises of society, the gender norms
      - The norms of society, the gender norms
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - The oppressive crises of society, the transgressive nature of creativity

   10) Which Indian playwright influenced Mahesh Elkunchwar?
      - Vijay Tendulkar
      - Girish Karnad
      - Mahesh Dattani
      - Mahesh Bhatnagar
      No, the answer is incorrect.
      Score: 0
      Accepted Answers:
      - Girish Karnad